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INTRODUCTION
It is known that radionuclides that occur naturally in soil are incorporated

metabolically into plants. Man-made radionuclides introduced into soil behave in a
similar manner. In forest ecosystems radionuclides remain available for longer
periods than in agricultural ecosystems [1].

40K is a naturally occurring primordial radionuclide while the presence of
137Cs in soils and plants is of anthropogenic origin. It is a consequence of global
atmospheric radioactive pollution. The cesium isotope i37Cs was produced as a by-
product of the atmospheric testing of thermonuclear weapons during the period
extending from the 1950s to the 1970s. The last significant release of l37Cs was
caused by the Chernobyl accident.

Cesium, as well as other radionuclides that behave like cations, can be
moved upward by plant uptake. That way plants can provide a means of detecting
and monitoring radionuclide pollution. Cesium is a homologue of potassium.
Because of its exchange capability it can substitute for K where there is a lack or
deficiency of the later. So the presence of l37Cs in plants may be caused by its
uptake through soil as well as by K uptake. The roots of plants are unable to
distinguish between chemical congeners in the uptake process [2]. Certain plant
species are known as cesium pollution indicators, but the uptake by each individual
plant can be very different. It depends to a considerable degree on whether they
remain within reach of the roots of plants, the extent to which they are bioavailable
[2] and competitive effects of potassium [3]. Different soil types show differences
in cesium transfer from soil to plants [3]. It seems that youngest parts of coniferous
trees' branches could be used as a long term indicator of cesium pollution. For that
reason, the distribution of l37Cs in fir-tree was studied and the comparison with 40K
was made.

So far, soil-to-plant transfer and the distribution of radionuclides in soil were
studied mostly, while the distribution in plants themselves was studied less. Some
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work has been done for Pb [4], Pu [5,6] and l37Cs in tree rings [7] as well as for the
distribution of 137Cs in onion plants (Allium cepa) [8] and spruce and oak forests
[9,10]. Behaviour of 40K in tree rings of spruce has also been researched [10] as
well as its concentration in some other plant species [11].

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The distribution of 137Cs and 40K among different parts of Abies alba at six

sites (Lividraga, Tršće, Milanov Vrh, Brloško, Suha Rečina and Zalesina) located
in the area of Gorski Kotar was studied. The samples of needles grown on branch
segments of different age were taken annually between 1994 and 1998 while the
samples of bark and tree rings of the trunk at the height of 8 m were taken only in
September 1994 at three sites in Gorski Kotar (Lividraga, Milanov Vrh and Lie).

All samples were dried at 105°C to a constant weight, homogenised, stored
in counting vessels of volume 125 cm3 and known geometry. Activities of l37Cs
and 40K were determined by gamma-spectrometry method, using a low-background
hyper-pure germanium (HPGe) semiconductor detector system coupled to a 4096
channel analyser. Spectra were recorded for 80 000 seconds and analysed with a
personal computer using GENIE Canberra software. The activities of l37Cs in
samples were calculated from the 661.6 keV peak and of 40K from the 1461.0 keV
peak and recalculated on July 1 each year of the sample's collection.

RESULTS
The distribution for all locations shows the same pattern so, for the clarity of

review, only the results for the samples taken at Milanov Vrh are shown here. The
distribution of l37Cs in needles grown on branch segments of different age is shown
in Figure 1 and the distribution of 40K in the same samples is shown in Figure 2.
Comparison of l37Cs and 40K activities between needles and the bark is given in
Figure 3.
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Figure I. The activity of 137Cs in needles grown on branch segments of different
age
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Figure 2. The activity of 40K in needles grown on branch segments of different age
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3. Comparison of l37Cs and 40K activities between needles and the bark

Figure 4 shows the activities of 137Cs and 40K in tree rings and the bark at the
height of 8 m. All samples, except the sample numbered 13, are the samples of the
tree rings and the sample 13 represents the bark. The samples were collected at
1994. The tree rings range in time of growth from 1956 to 1994. Sample numbered
1 represents the oldest tree rings and sample 12 is the youngest one.
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Figure 4. Activities of 137Cs and 40K in tree rings and the bark at the height of 8 m

CONCLUSION

Very similar behaviour of 137Cs and 40K has been observed. Considering the
fact that 137Cs and 40K are homologues, it is not unexpected. In all samples the
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activities of 137Cs and 40K ascend in needles grown on younger branch segments
and are the highest in the needles from the tips of the branches. Emphasised rise in
the activity is observed at l37Cs between the needles from one year old branch
segments and the needles from the youngest branch segments, while it is not the
case with 40K. The rise of activity of both isotopes in needles does not show linear
trend from older to the youngest branch segments.

The ascending trend of l37Cs and 40K activities toward younger samples was
observed for the bark as well. The activities of both isotopes are generally higher in
the bark than in the needles, but in the older samples activities of 40K are lower in
the bark than in the needles. A regular interdependence between I37Cs activity in
needles and the bark and a gradual activity rise was observed, while, in the same
time interval, a greater activity increase is observed only for 40K in the bark of the
youngest segments. It can be explained as a result of continuous accumulation of
potassium through root uptake over a period of time knowing that it is an essential
element of plant metabolism.

The analysis of 137Cs and 40K activities in tree rings and the bark at the
height of 8 m has shown activities of both isotopes in tree rings to be uniform, with
small variations. The activities of l37Cs show less variation than that of 40K. Both
isotopes showed a significant activity increase in the bark, especially 137Cs where
the activity can be 15 times higher than in the tree rings. It can be said that a
regular interdependence exists between these two isotopes in the tree rings and the
bark and that the activity concentration of 137Cs can be described as a function of
the activity concentration of 40K.
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ABSTRACT
This study investigated and compared the distribution of 137Cs and 40K in

different parts of the fir (Abies alba). Samples consisted of needles removed from
branch sections of different age, of bark and of tree rings at the height of 8 m. Both
isotopes showed a very similar behaviour. The behaviour of l37Cs was more regular
than that of 40K. The activities of l37Cs and 40K were higher in needles grown on
younger branches and were the highest in needles from the tips of the branches.
The distribution of I37Cs and 40K was compared between needles and the bark as
well as between tree rings and the bark. The ascending trend of both isotope
activities in younger samples was observed for needles and the bark. A regular
interdependence between 137Cs activity in needles and the bark was also observed.
In all tree rings 137Cs activities were even and with small variations. Compared to
the tree rings, the bark showed a great rise in 137Cs and 40K activities, which was
more prominent for 137Cs than for 40K.
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